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OVERCOMING THE LANGUAGE BARRIER WITH FASCINATING PLANTS
LOST IN TRANSLATION

60° 10 1.2 N, 24° 57 18 E
KUUSI = SPRUCE

KUUSI PALAA = SIX PIECES

KUUSI PALAA = THE NUMBER SIX RETURNS

KUUSI PALAA = YOUR MOON IS ON FIRE

PIHA = GARDEN

PIHASSA = IN THE GARDEN

PIHALLA = YOU’RE SCREWED!
ACTIVITIES

- PHOTOGRAPHY COMPETITIONS
- SCHOOL INTERACTION
- BOTANIC GARDENS

FoPD Finland
• INTERACTIVE WORKSHOPS WITH TEACHERS
• HANDS ON EXPERIMENTS
• QUIZZES & PUZZLES
• SCIENTIST AT SCHOOL VISITS

SCHOOL INTERACTION
MAKE YOUR OWN COSMETICS
ARBORETUM TOURS
VIDEO COMPETITIONS
PLANT SWAPS
GARDEN EXPERTS

OTHER ACTIVITIES
Thank you